We present tables of record gaps between densest prime constellations, or k-tuplets. The tables contain all maximal gaps between prime k-tuplets up to 10 15 , for each k ≤ 7.
Introduction. Mathematicians have long known that there are infinitely many primes. We also know that the average gaps between primes near p are about log p (this follows from the prime number theorem). However, this knowledge has not helped prove or disprove Cramér's conjecture [1] that a record prime gap near p is O(log 2 p). Computations strongly suggest that O(log 2 p) is a realistic upper bound for the size of prime gaps; moreover, it even seems possible that the prime gap ending at p is always less than log 2 p [8, 9, 12, 13, A005250]. Still, the O(log 2 p) upper bound for prime gaps remains just a plausible conjecture. For prime k-tuples, the situation is somewhat similar -yet even more uncertain. Zhang's theorem [16] implies that at least some types of prime k-tuples do occur infinitely often. The Hardy-Littlewood k-tuple conjecture [6, 10, p. 62-68] suggests that admissible prime k-tuples near x occur with average gaps a ≈ C k log k x; the coefficients C k are reciprocal to the HardyLittlewood k-tuple constants 1 [2, 5] . Consider admissible prime k-tuples with a given pattern, and denote by G k (x) the largest gap between k-tuples below x. Then the following heuristic formula expresses the expected size of record gaps in terms of the average gap a, as x → ∞:
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